
Licence per device

Storware KODO for Endpoints is the next generation of enterprise data protection and data backup 
software for Windows and macOS. At its core, KODO fights against thefts, malware attacks (incl. 
ransomware) and human errors that can endanger your business continuity. With KODO you get all 
necessary tools to do it in a simple and effective way. Its robust functionalities are fundamental to 
both IT admins and business users. 

KODO for Endpoints 4.0 continues its journey to protect devices such as desktops and laptops to 
achieve business continuity for mobile workforce data. Thanks to the Continuous Data Protection 
(CDP) and native data reduction mechanism (deduplication and compression), KODO guarantees 
an even more robust way to protect the data outside organizations datacenters. 

Version 4.0 improves both the administration and the end user’s side. It introduces a completely 
new user interface (HTML5) for more intuitive and simpler management, and several updates for 
easier deployment & expertise like self-service restore, limits for bandwidth, etc.
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Innovative data protection 
and data backup solutions 
for endpoint devices. 

The most common reasons for data loss:
Human mistakes (deletions, programs, 
overwrites of files).

KODO for Endpoints 4.0 

New: Web UI re-design | dashboard + task 
management optimization.
Updated: Clients support for the latest 
Windows 10 and macOS Catalina.
Updated: Roam-aware feature on Windows 
clients – option to limit bandwidths for 
download & upload data.

Updated: Multitenancy Mode (multiple KODO 
organizations) with a billing feature for large 
enterprises or Manage Service Providers 
(backup as a service offering).
Updated: Silent mode deployment for 
Windows Clients devices.

Changes
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Easy deployment 
and installation 
management

KODO for Cloud 4.0: KEY FEATURES

Multi-tenancy
with usage

monitoring API

RESTful 
API

Access to backup
from multiple
user devices

Instant restore to 
original location

Global search

Summary
Nowadays it is very easy to replace a damaged or obsolete device. But can we say the same 
about our data? Unfortunately, in most cases, lost or corrupted data that has been stored on the 
end devices is unrecoverable. Unless these devices are properly protected. Control (the safety of) 
your business with Storware. 
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Malware, ransomware attacks.

Theft of the device.

Accidental damage to the device  
as well as data corruption.

About: Storware creates easy to use but powerful data protection systems for businesses. Our software 
helps reduce the risk of data loss and associated costs. Wherever you store your data – in the cloud, on 
servers or endpoints - we facilitate the automation of backup and recovery processes to leverage business 
continuity.

https://storware.gitbook.io/kodo-for-endpoints/
https://storware.gitbook.io/kodo-for-cloud-office365/
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